Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is a popular stochastic optimization method in machine learning. Traditional parallel SGD algorithms, e.g., SimuParallel SGD [1], often require all nodes to have the same performance or to consume equal quantities of data. However, these requirements are difficult to satisfy when the parallel SGD algorithms run in a heterogeneous computing environment; low-performance nodes will exert a negative influence on the final result.
Introduction
The training process in machine learning can essentially be treated as the solving of the stochastic optimization problem. The objective functions are the mathematical expectation of loss functions, which contain a random variable. The random variables satisfy a known distribution. The machine learning training process can be formalized as min E[g(X, w)](X ∼ certain distribution D) = min Ω g(x, w)density(x)∆x (1) where g(·) is the loss function, w is the variables, X is the random variable, and density(·) is the probability density function of the distribution D.
Because some distributions cannot be presented in the form of a formula, we use the frequency to approximate the product of probability density density (x) and ∆x, as a frequency histogram can roughly estimate the curve of a probability density function. Thus, for a dataset, the above formula can be written in the following form:
min E[g(X, w)](X ∼ certain distribution D)
where m is the number of samples in the dataset, and x i is the ith sample value.
Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is designed for the following minimization problem:
where m is the number of samples in the dataset, and c i : ℓ 2 → [0, ∞] is a convex loss function indexed by i with the model parameters w ∈ R d . Normally, in the case of regularized risk minimization, c i (w) is represented by the following formula:
where L(·) is a convex function in w · x. It is of note that in the analysis and proof, we treat model parameters, i.e., w, as the random variable during the training process.
When L(x i , y i , w·x i ) is not a strong convex function, for example a hinge loss, the regularized term would usually guarantee the strong convexity for c i (w).
The iteration step for sequential SGD is
Because of its ability to solve machine learning training problems, its small memory footprint, and its robustness against noise, SGD is currently one of the most popular topics [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] .
As SGD was increasingly run in parallel computing environments [9, 10] , parallel SGD algorithms were developed [1, 11] . However, heterogeneous parallel computing devices, such as GPUs and CPUs or different types of CPU, have different performance. The cluster may contain nodes having different computing performance. At the same time, parallel SGD algorithms suffer from performance inconsistency among the nodes [11] . Therefore, it is necessary to tolerate a higher error rate or to use more time when running parallel SGD algorithms on an unbalanced-workload system. In this paper, we propose the following weighted parallel SGD (WP-SGD) for a distributed training system with an unbalanced workload. WP-SGD is given as Algorithm 1. WP-SGD adjusts the weights of model parameters from each node according to the quantity of data consumed by that node. The working pattern of WP-SGD is illustrated in Figure 1 .
WP-SGD is based on SimuParallel SGD [1] , which is shown as Algorithm 2.
The working pattern of SimuParallel SGD is illustrated in Figure 2 .
In WP-SGD, when L(·) is not a strong convex function, we define weight 1−λη,i as follows:
where (1 − λη) is the contracting map rate for the SGD framework.
The main bottleneck for SimuParallel SGD in the heterogeneous parallel computing environment is that we need to guarantee that all nodes have trained on equal quantities of data before we average them (Line 5 and Line 11, respectively, in Algorithm 2). This requirement leads to a degradation in performance on the heterogeneous cluster. WP-SGD uses a weighted average operation to Figure 2 : Working pattern of SimuParallel SGD with equal quantities of data break this bottleneck. WP-SGD does not require all nodes to be trained on equal quantities of data and incorporates the delay information into the weights (Line 5, Line 6, and Line 12 with Eq. 6), which allows WP-SGD to run efficiently in a heterogeneous parallel computing environment.
WP-SGD suggests that when the workload is unbalanced within the cluster and there is a delay between the fastest node and the ith node, the weight of the model parameters on the ith node should be decreased exponentially.
Under some conditions, the upper bound of the objective function value calculated by the output of WP-SGD will be less than the upper bound of the objective function value of sequential SGD in the fastest node. When the standard deviation of the distribution corresponds to the fixed point of the model parameters, the standard deviations of the dataset are large enough, and L(x i , y i , w · x i ) is not a strong convex function, the above conditions are
Furthermore, for the case that the contracting map rate of c(w) in SGD is much smaller than the contracting map rate of the SGD framework in view of the whole process, which is due to the fact that L( Get the nth example on the ith node, c i,n ;
Return v; Algorithm 2: SimuParallel SGD Additionally, under the following limitation, the output from WP-SGD will outperform the output from the fastest nodes:
The value of r is determined via experience, data fitting, or analysis of the training data and L(·).
A numerical experiment on data from KDD Cup 2010 [12] shows that the final output of WP-SGD with an unbalanced workload can be nearly equivalent to the output from a system with a perfectly balanced workload. In a workloadunbalanced environment, WP-SGD uses less time than workload-balanced SGD.
To clearly show the gap between different algorithms, we also conducted experiments using analog data; these experiments show that WP-SGD is able to handle cases in which there is unbalanced workload among the nodes.
The key contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. We propose a novel parallel SGD algorithm, WP-SGD, for distributed training system with unbalanced workloads.
2. We theoretically prove that WP-SGD can tolerate a large delay between different nodes. WP-SGD suggests that when there is an increase in the delay between the fastest node and the ith node, the weight of the model parameters for the ith node should be decreased exponentially.
3. We provide the results of experiments which we conducted using analog data and real-world data to demonstrate the advantages of WP-SGD on computing environment with unbalanced workloads.
In the next section, we present a basic view of traditional parallel SGD algorithms. In Section III, we demonstrate the basic theory of SGD and provide the proof for WP-SGD. In Section IV, we theoretically offer some complementary technologies based on WP-SGD. In Section V, we present the results of the numerical experiments.
Related work
SGD dates back to early work by Robbins and Monro et al. [4, 13] . In recent years, combined with the GPU [9, 10] , parallel SGD algorithms have become one of the most powerful weapon for solving machine learning training problems [7, 14, 15] . Parallel SGD algorithms can be roughly classified into two categories, which we call delay SGD algorithms and bucket SGD algorithms.
Delay SGD algorithms first appeared in Langford et al.'s work [15] . In a delay SGD algorithm, current model parameters add the gradient of older model parameters in τ iterations (τ is a random number where τ < M , in which M is a constant). The iteration step for delay SGD algorithms is
In the Hogwild! algorithm [11] , under some restrictions, parallel SGD can be implemented in a lock-free style, which is robust to noise [16] . However, these methods lead to the consequence that the convergence speed will be decreased by o(τ 2 ). To ensure the delay is limited, communication overhead is unavoidable, which hurts performance. The trade-off in delay SGD is between delay, degree of parallelism, and system efficiency:
1. Low-lag SGD algorithms use fewer iteration steps to reach the minimum of the objective function. However, these algorithms limit the number of workers and require a barrier, which is a burden when engineering the system.
2.
Lock-free method is efficient for engineering the system, but the convergence speed, which depends on the maximum lag, i.e. τ in Eq.10, is slow.
3. The lower limit of the delay is the maximum number of workers the system can have.
From the point of view of engineering implementation, the implementation of delay SGD algorithms is accomplished with a parameter server. Popular parameter server frameworks include ps-lite in MXNet [17] , TensorFlow [9] , and Petuum [18] . A method that constricts the delay was offered by Ho et al. [19] .
However, if the workers in the parameter server have different performance, τ is increased, causing convergence speed to be reduced.
Delay SGD algorithms can be considered as an accelerated version of sequential SGD. Bucket SGD algorithms accelerate SGD via the averaging of model parameters. Zinkevich et al. [1] proposed SimuParallel SGD, which has almost no communication overhead. Y. Zhang et al. [20] gave a insightful analysis and proof for this parallel algorithm. However, these methods do not take into account the heterogeneous computing environment. J. Zhang et al. [20] also point out the invalidity of SimuParallel SGD. In fact, the effect of a bucket SGD depends primarily on how large the model parameters' relative standard deviation is, which means it is a trade-off between the parallelism and the applicability for dataset.
From the point of view of engineering implementation, Bucket SGD algorithms can be implemented in a MapReduce manner [21] . Thus, most of them are running on platforms like Hadoop [22] . If the nodes in the cluster have different performance, the slowest node is the performance bottleneck.
Along with parallel SGD algorithms, many other kinds of numerical opti-mization algorithms have been proposed, such as PASSCoDe [23] and CoCoA [24] . They share many new features, such as fast convergence speed in the end of training phase. Most of them are formulated from the dual coordinate descent (ascent) perspective, and hence can only be used for problems whose dual function can be computed. Moreover, traditional SGD still plays an important role in those algorithms.
These parallel SGD algorithms have various superb features. However, all of them lack robustness against an unbalanced workload.
Proof and analysis

Notation and definitions
We collect our common notations and definitions in this subsection.
for all x, y ∈ X . 
That is, f Lip is the smallest constant for which Lipschitz continuity holds.
In the following, we let L(x, y, y ′ ) Lip ≤ G as a function of y ′ for all occurring data (x, y) ∈ X × Y and for all values of w within a suitably chosen (often compact) domain. G is a constant.
As we can see, σ X = σ µX X , where µ X is the mean of X. Table I shows the notations used in this paper and the corresponding defi 
Theorem 1 highlights the relationship between the distribution of model parameters and min
where D * η is the distribution of a unique fixed point in SimuParallel SGD. This theorem provides an idea of the bound on the third part of Theorem 1.
where d(·, ·) is the Euclidean distance.
Theorem 3 If D t η is the distribution of the stochastic gradient descent update after t iterations, then
The above theorems describe how and why SGD can converge to a minimum.
The difference between the value of c(·) using the output w from SGD and the minimum of c(·) is controlled by three factors: For the sequential SGD, carrying out the algorithm would reduce the first part and the second part. The third part is controlled by η and L(·).
For SimuParallel SGD, the first part and the third part are the same for different nodes. However, σ D t η can benefit from the averaging operation. Simu-Parallel SGD uses the gain in the standard deviation to reduce the number of iteration steps needed to reduce the first and second parts. In other words, SimuParallel SGD accelerates SGD.
Analysis of WP-SGD
The concept of WP-SGD has two main aspects:
1. Our proposed weight is to compensate for the main loss from the delay between the different nodes. The main loss from the delay is controlled by the exponential term (1 − λη) t .
2. Under the condition that the gain from the standard deviation's reduction is greater than the loss in the mean's weighted average from the perspective of the fastest node, the WP-SGD output will outperform the fastest node.
All of the following lemmas, corollaries, and theorems are our contributions.
We focus on the first aspect at the beginning: Corollary 1 and Lemma 3
show how the mean and standard deviation will change by using WP-SGD.
Their sum is the upper bound of the relative standard deviation which is shown in Lemma 1.
Lemma 2 is used in the proof of Corollary 1. is the distribution of the stochastic gradient descent update in WP-SGD.
Combining Lemma 1, Theorem 1, Corollary 1 whose proof uses Lemma 2, and Lemma 3, we have the following: 
Next, we discuss the second aspect.
It is apparent that there is no guarantee that the output of WP-SGD will be better than the output from the fastest nodes, because from the viewpoint of the best-performing node, the weighted average will damage its gain from contraction of the mean value term. Here, we offer the Corollary 2 that defines the conditions under which the output from the fastest nodes will benefit from the normal-performance nodes. In the following, W asserstein z (X, Y ) is the Wasserstein distance between two distributions X, Y , and the fastest nodes consume t data samples in an unbalanced-workload system.
the upper bound of the objective function value of WP-SGD is closer to the minimum than is the upper bound of the objective function value of sequential SGD on the fastest nodes.
is not a prior value. However, Corollary 2 still eliminates the dataset whose σ D * η and σ D 
Corollary 3 suggests that WP-SGD can tolerate sufficient delay. As we can see, the robustness of whole system will be stronger as the scale of the cluster increases.
Analysis and redesign: weight for the dataset and c(·) whose contracting map rate is small
When considering the equivalent condition of inequalities, it is obvious that
is the best contracting map rate choice in the overall process only when L(·) is very close to being a linear function (the proof of Lemma 3 in Zinkevich et al.'s work [1] ). This requirement means that L(·) is not a strong convex function.
In fact, (1 − ηλ) is the upper bound of the contracting map rate for every
iteration. Yet the contracting map rate varies during the iteration process for every iteration, though it is always less than (1 − ηλ). When the loss function's second derivative is larger, or during the process, many of the samples' directions are parallel to the current model parameters' direction, the contracting map rate will be smaller. Therefore, from the standpoint of the overall iteration process rather than that of a single iteration, we should redesign a smaller contracting map rate to replace (1 − ηλ). We denote this new contracting map rate by r.
Usually, r should be a smaller number when the direction of processing samples is closer to the direction of the current model parameters, i.e., w n , and the second derivative of L(·) is larger.
We can determine the value of the new contracting map parameter via experience, data fitting, or analysis of training data and L(·), as in Figure 3 . 
Combining WP-SGD with bucket SGD
Although bucket SGD is not the most popular parallel SGD, the main idea of bucket SGD is reflected in the popular mini-batch style of SGD that averages the model parameters at each iteration [26] . However, averaging at each iteration operation is expensive, and the mini-batch is more vulnerable to performance differences. There is a compromise parallel SGD algorithm that averages model 
Deduction 2 Given a cost function c such that c Lip and ∇c Lip are bounded, we average parameters every span iterations for the fastest node in WP-SGD. Then, the bound of the algorithm is
For all nodes with the same performance, the more average the operation, the closer the output model parameters will be to the function minimum. In this case, our consideration should be to balance the cost of operation and the gain from the "better" result. As is well known, not all training datasets' variances are large enough to get the expected effect. On an unbalanced-workload system, we should also guarantee that ( )·(1 − ηλ) span < 1 to ensure overall that the training process is valid.
Combining WP-SGD with delay SGD
Because of the excellent adaptability on different kinds of datasets and the overlapping of the cost of communication and computing, delay SGD is widely used in machine learning frameworks such as MXNet [17] , TensorFlow [9] , and Petuum [18] . However, all of these algorithms are designed for a balanced- Initialize F lag = true; 12 Call function Check(w j−1−τ · · · w j−1 , λ, η, x j , F lag); 13 if Flag then 14 w i,j := w i,j−1 − η∂ w c i,j (w i,j−1−τ ); 15 Call function Check(w j−2 · · · w j , λ, η, x j , F lag); As we discussed in Section II, the maximum lag the system can tolerate is the maximum number of workers the system can have. When all workers have the same performance, the system will achieve the most efficient working state.
In practice, it is very hard to let all nodes in an unbalanced-workload system have the same performance, especially when the clusters consist of different kinds of computing devices. Algorithm 3 is the algorithm designed for this kind of cluster.
Numerical experiments
We conducted our experiments on a cluster consisting of 10 nodes with a Xeon(R) CPU E5-2660 v2 @ 2.20 GHz, and there was one process on each node. 
Real-world data
Evaluation measures:
We chose hinge loss, which is used to train support vector machine (SVM) parameters, as our objective function value. Compared with other loss functions, the contraction map rate of hinge loss is much closer to the contraction map rate of the SGD framework, i.e., (1 − ηλ).
It is worth noting that our work would be more conspicuous if we use deep learning model like VGG16 [27] as our experiment benchmark. But, our paper focuses on the correctness and effectiveness of WP-SGD. There is few work on the mathematical properties of deep learning. If we use deep learning model parameters, we are not sure that the reason for our experiment result is the intricate deep learning network or the effect of WP-SGD.
Configurations: In the experiment, we set λ = 0.01, η = 0.0001. And we use r = 0.99999. Because the final output is close to the zero vector and we wanted to have more iteration steps, the initial values of all model parameters were set to 4. Testing our algorithms in actual heterogeneous computing environments, such as on a GPU/CPU, is arduous and unnecessary. Since the essence of a heterogeneous computing environment lies in the unbalanced workload of training data consumption of each node, we adopted a software method to simulate the unbalanced-workload environment: In our cluster, the quantity of training data for each of eight nodes (which we call them as the fastest nodes) was five times that for each of the remaining two nodes (which we call them as slow nodes). Then, we studied SVM model parameters and calculated the objective function value on the testing data. As the baseline, we used the output from SimuParallel SGD and the outputs created by using the direct averages of the model parameters. we name latter algorithm as averaging directly.
Approach: In order to evaluate the convergence speed and hinge loss of the algorithms on an unbalanced-workload system, we used the following procedure:
for the configuration, we trained 10 model parameters, each on an independent random permutation of a part of the whole dataset. During training, the model parameters were stored on disk after k = 100, 000 × i updates of the fastest node.
Results: Table II shows x i · (i%4) · (−1) i where x i is the ith feature of sample, with label = 1 when y > 0 and label = 0 otherwise. All instances were normalized to unit length for the experiments.
Configurations: In the experiment, we set λ = 0.01, η = 0.0001. And we use r = 0.99999. We studied SVM parameters but calculated the prediction error rate on the testing dataset, because the error rate can clearly show the gap between different algorithms and corresponds well to the hinge loss [28] . In addition, error rate is the ultimate aim for machine learning. As the baseline, we used sequential SGD, SimuParallel SGD, and averaging the model parameters directly which produce the output by using the direct averages of the model parameters. In this experiment, SimuParallel SGD was used to represent the balanced-workload algorithm. Because we wanted to have more iteration steps, the initial values of the model parameters were set to 4 as the final output is almost the zero vector. In the Figure 6 experiment, the unbalanced-workload setup is the same as in the real-world-data experiment. In the Figure 7 experiment, there existed two nodes that did not work, while eight nodes trained on equal quantities of data.
Approach: In order to evaluate the convergence speed and error rate of the algorithms on an unbalanced-workload system, we used the following procedure: we trained 10 model parameters, each on an independent, random permutation of a part of the whole dataset. During training, the parameters were stored on disk after k = 10, 000×i updates of the fastest node. In the Figure 6 experiment, the results show that WP-SGD is still effective in the case where the workload in the system is unbalanced. In Figure 7 , the experimental results show that WP-SGD is effective even in the case where the workload in the system is seriously unbalanced.
Results: Figures 7 and 6 show the error rates of the following algorithms: sequential SGD, SimuParallel SGD (balanced-workload algorithm), WP-SGD, and averaging the model parameters directly. As expected, the balanced-workload algorithm, i.e., SimuParallel SGD, outperformed the sequential SGD and the directly averaged model parameters. The error rate of WP-SGD on the unbalancedworkload system was close to that of SimuParallel SGD on the balanced-workload system. Averaging the model parameters directly was the worst algorithm.
In Figure 6 , the experimental results show that parallelized training on an unbalanced-workload system benefits from WP-SGD, which converged faster than averaging the models directly. As we can see from the configuration, the time SimuParallel SGD used is five times that used by WP-SGD on the unbalanced-workload system. In Figure 7 , the experimental results show that WP-SGD significantly outperformed averaging the model parameters directly, in terms of convergence speed and algorithm efficiency, when the workload in the system was seriously unbalanced. As we can see from the configuration, Simu-Parallel SGD cannot work in this environment at all. All of these phenomena correspond well with Theorem 4.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed WP-SGD, a data-parallel stochastic gradient descent algorithm. WP-SGD inherits the advantages of SimuParallel SGD:
little I/O overhead, ideal for MapReduce implementation, superb data locality, and fault tolerance properties. This algorithm also presents strengths in an unbalanced-workload computing environment such as a heterogeneous cluster.
We showed in our formula derivation that the upper bound of the objective function value in WP-SGD on an unbalanced-workload system is close to the upper bound of the objective function value in SimuParallel SGD on a balancedworkload system. Our experiments on real-world data showed that the output of WP-SGD was reasonably close to the output on a balanced-workload system.
Our experiments on analog data showed that WP-SGD was robust when the workload in the system was seriously unbalanced.
For future work, we plan to apply the proposed WP-SGD algorithm for training datasets with higher dimensionality on an actual heterogeneous cluster in a complex network and computing environment. We also plan to design practicable WP-SGD & traditional parallel SGD algorithms mixed algorithms.
What is more, we will take more time in applying WP-SGD on deep learning model parameters which is not well understand on the mathematical properties, like convexity, Lipschitz continuity etc.. We thank Dr. Fei Teng from ICT, CAS, who gave us several valuable suggestions.
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In this proof, we define vector a−b as the vector between the point a and the
The fastest node consumes t data samples, D t−Ti η is the distribution of model parameters updated after t − T i iterations in node i, and D #,t η is the distribution of the stochastic gradient descent update in WP-SGD.
Proof. Suppose W #,t is the output of the algorithm, and W i,t−Ti is the output of each node. Then
Thus, using Lemma 2,
Combining the above with the definition of
Proof.
Combining this with Theorem 3, we obtain
Thus,
Theorem 4 Given a cost function c such that c Lip and ∇c Lip are bounded, the bound of WP-SGD is Corollary 2 For WP-SGD, when In addition, the sequential algorithms are a special case in WP-SGD when k = 1.
Thus, if WP-SGD is better than the sequential algorithm, the first part of Theorem 4 must be less than
which can be written as
It is apparent that if following inequalities hold, we obtain the result.
Deduction 1 Given a cost function c such that c Lip and ∇c Lip are bounded, we average parameters every span iterations for the fastest node in SimuParallel SGD. Then, the bound of the algorithm is
Proof. Every averaging operation reduces the variance by 1/ √ k, and every iteration step reduces the Euclidean distance and part of the variance by (1 − ηλ).
Thus, we obtain Deduction 1. (1 − ηλ)
Proof. Every averaging operation reduces the variance by We obtain the final deduction.
In the Hogwild! algorithm, we know this kind of delay SGD must have a fixed point, and we denote this fixed point by v:
Without loss of generality, assume that α(w i ) ≥ α(v) with all i < n + 1 is true.
Since α(w n ) ≥ α(v), u(α(w n ) ≥ u(α(v)). By Lipschitz continuity,
Here, we define
Because of the assumption, we know that dis n ≥ 0, and at the beginning, w 0 = 0, which means that length 0 = 0. The following operation is to provide a rough idea of the range of v. What we care about is the range of v closest to w 0 , which we denote by length min . M is the maximum delay.
A rearranging of the terms yields dis n+1 = |dis n − ηλdis n−τ − ηβ 2 (u(α(w n−τ )) − u(α(v)))|
To be able to eliminate the absolute value brackets, we need the terms in the absolute value brackets to be positive. Because u(α(w n ))−u(α(v)) ≤ c * (α(w n )− α(v)) if dis n − ηλdis n−τ − ηβ 2 (u(α(w n−τ )) − u(α(v))) > 0 it follows that dis n dis n−τ > ηλ + ηβ 2 c * To satisfy the above terms, we require that dis n dis n−1 > τ ηλ + ηβ 2 c * Above requirement is guaranteed by Check function in Algorithm 4.
